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Either conclusion I or II is true. Both conclusions I and II are true. Only conclusion I is true. Neither conclusion Inor conclusion II is true



81. Which of the following pairs of persons sits at the ends? (1) P,E (2)C,R (3) S,C (4)8,T (5) B,Q



77. Statements: T # W, E $ T, W B Conclusions: I. E#W II. T@B Either conclusion br conclusion lb is true. Only conclusion I is true. Neither conclusion I nor conclusion Ibis true. Both the conclusions I and II are true. Only conclusion II is true. 78. Statements: P @0, 1% L, L p



82. Who is sitting opposite the person who is not a neighbour of either S or Q? (1)D (2)C (3)E (4)A (5) B



Conclusions:



among the following will sit opposite T?



*



I.



P#I



it. l%P Only conclusion II is true. Neither conclusion lnor conclusion II is true. Only conclusion I is true. Either conclusion I or conclusion U is true. Both the conclusions I and II are true. 79. Statements: Conclusions:



*



B # E, N $1, I B I. E I It. B$N Only conclusion II is true. Only conclusion I is true. Both the conclusions I and II are true. Either conclusion I or conclusion II is true. Neither conclusion I nor conclusion Ills true.



80.



Statements: K % 0,



Conclusions:



*



Directions for questions 8l to85: Thesequestions



are based on the following information. Ten persons are sitting in two parallel rows, which have five persons each, in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent persons. In row I A, B, C. D, E are seated (not necessarily in the same order) and all of them are facing north. In row II P, Q, R, S, and Tare seated facing south. Therefore, each member seated in row-I faces exactly one member of row-Il. Rand Tarenotsitting atanyend. S is sitting opposite the person who is not a neighbour ofA or C. C is not sitting opposite S. Neither B nor E is sitting opposite T. Onlyone person is sitting between C andAbut neither of them is sitting at leftend. T is nota neighbour of S or R. F is not sitting opposite S. A is not sitting opposite the person, who is sitting at the left end. At least one person sits to the left of Q.



-



-



88.



(2)A



(3)B



(4)D



(5) C 84. Four out of the following five are alike in a certain way, hence form a group. Find the one which does not belong to that group. (1)CT (2)QE (3)ES (4)RA (5) RB



(2)L (4)R



rows. Rand C are sitting opposite each other. P and C are sitting at the ends. Both(1)and(3) None of the above



Directions for questions 86to9O: These questions are based on the following information. Eight persons L, M, N, 0, F, Q, Rand S sit around a square table in such a way that four of them sit at four corners of the table while otherfour sit in the middle of each of the four sides of the table. The ones who sit at the comersface away from the centerwhile those who sit in the middle of the sides face the centre. Onlyoneperson sitsbetween Qand M and oneof them sits at one of the corners. R does not sit between M and Q. P is nota neighbourof both M and 0, and does not sit at any corner. 0 is an immediate neighbour of both 0 and L. P sits second to the left of S. 86.



Which among the following pairs of persons is



the immediate neighbours of P? (1)RL (3)LO (5)NR



(2)RS (4)NL



87. If Rand 0 interchange their positions who sits opposite R? (1)0 (2)N



9r.4 n 41' n3m



95. In which direction are the coIleges of Rarnya and Divya respectively, with respect to the bus stop? North - east. North - west North west, North eas: South east, South west South -west, South east -



89. Howmanypersons sitin between N and Lwhen counted from the left of L? (1)Two (3) Three



90. Which of the following statements is/are definitely false? P and N sit opposite each other. Sand M sit adjacent to each other. L sits to the immediate right of P. Both(1)and(2) None of the above



-



-



-



-



(2)Four (4)One



Either(2)or(3) Directions for questions 96 to 100: These questions are based on the following information. Seven persons D, E, G, H, M, P, and R dip at -



Directions for questions 91 to 93: These questions are based on the information given below.



seven different Pushkar ghats among Shiva ghat, Mahesh ghat, Sarasvathi ghat. Kali ghat. Durga ghat. Laxmi ghat, and Vishnu ghat but not necessarily in the same order. D dips at neither Sarasvathi ghat nor Kali ghat. G dips at either Mahesh ghat or Kali ghat. Either M or P dips at Laxmi ghat. R dips at neither Mahesh ghat nor Durga ghat. H dips at Vishnu ghat. Either E or P dips at Mahesh ghat. P dips at either Shiva ghat or Sarasvathi ghat.



Thereareonlytwo married couples in a familyofseven members P, 0, R, S. T, U and V. Each couple has only one child. Further R is the brother of Q. Pis the uncle of V. us thegrandmotherof U.S is the father-in9 law of Q. There is no widow or widower in the family.



96. (1) (3) (5)



91. (1) (3) (5)



97. (1) (3) (5)



-



85. Which of the following statements is/are definitely true? 0 and Aare sitting exactly in the middle of the



10 ro, 11 rfl 12m,9m None of these



Who sits to the immediate right of 0?



(1)0 (3N (5) S



If R and T interchange their positions, who



(1)E



( '1 1)



(3) (5)



(5) None of these 83.



I @ Y, I # K 0@I Y#K



I. it. Only conclusion I is true. Only conclusion II is true. Either conclusion I or conclusion II is true. Neither conclusion I nor conclusion Ills true. Both the conclusions I and II are true.



(4)S (5)0



How is S related to V? Son Son-in-law Uncle



(2) Brother (4) Father



How isO related to S? (1) Brother-in-law (2)Daughter-in-Iaw (3) Sister-in-law (4) Son-in-law (5) Cannot be determined If S and U are of the same gender, then how is U related to R? (1) Niece (2)Son (3) Nephew (4) Brother (5) Cannot be determined



Directions for questions 94 and 95: These questions are based on the following information. Divya and Ramya start from a bus stop and walk Sm, towards the South, from that point Ramya walks 3 m towards her left and Divya walks 4 m towards her right. After that, Divya takes a left turn and walks 5 m and Ramya takes a left turn and walks 4 m to reach their colleges. What are the shortest distances that are travelled by Divya and Ramya respectively, to reach their colleges from the bus stop? (approximately)



Who dips at Durga ghat? E (2)D G (4)H P M dips at which ghat? Laxmi ghat (2) Mahesh ghat Kali ghat (4) Shiva ghat None of these



Which of the following persons and ghats combinations is true? (1) D - Kalighat (2)E- Durga ghat (3) M Shiva ghat (4) G Kali ghat (5) None of these -



(1)



-



R dips at which ghat? Kali ghat (2)Mahesh ghat



(3)



Laxmi ghat



(5)



Cannot be determined



(4) Sarasvathi ghat



Which of the following statements is/are definitely true? R dips at Sarasvathi ghat M dips at Vishnu ghat G dips at Kali ghat Both(1)and(2) None of the above
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Junior Instructor MECHANIC MOTOR VECHICLE (Industrial Training) Exam on October 28,2015 ACE KARUNAGAPPALLY 7034199928, 9037199928 -



1.In a two-stroke cycle engine, the operations namely suction, compression, expansion and exhaust are completed in the number of revolutions of



crankshaft equal to a four b three C



two



d one 2.ln a four-stroke cycle S.I. engine the camshaft runs (a)at the same speed as crankshaft (b)at half



(d)none of the above 4.The two-stroke cycle engine has (a)one suction valve and one exhuast valve operated by one cam (b)one suction valve and one exhaust valve operated by two cams (c)only ports covered and uncovered by piston to effect charging and exhausting (d)None of the above



7.The thermal efficiency of good IC. engine at the rated load is in the range of a80 to 90% b 60to70% c 30 to 35%



d lOto2O%



the speed of crankshaft



5.For same output, same speed



(c)at twice the speed of crankshaft (d)at an speed irrespective of crankshaft speed



and same compression ratio the thermal efficiency of a two-stroke cycle petrol engine as compared to that forfour-stroke cycle petrol engine is



3. In a four-stroke cycle petrol engine, during suction stroke a~on ly air is sucked in bonlypetrol is sucked in ~ cmixture of petrol and air is sucked in



6.Compression ratio of diesel engines may have a range a 8 to 10 b lOtol5 c)16 to 20 d)none of the above



a more b less c)same as long as compression ratio is same (d)same as long as output is same



c)C.l. engines d)Steam engines 10.The torque developed by the



engine is maximum a)at minimum speed of engine b)at maximum speed of engine c)at maximum volumetric efficiency speed of engine (d)at maximum power speed of engine liThe knocking in S. I. engines gets reduced (a)byincreasingthecompression



ratio 8.ln case of petrol engine, at



starting a rich fuel-air ratio is needed b weak fuel-air ratio is needed c rich fuel-air ratio is needed d)any fuel-air ratio will do 9.Very high speed engines are generally a Gas engines b S.I. engines



tendency for knocking c)does not affect knocking d)none of the above



(b by retarding the spark advance (c)by increasing inlet air



temperatures (d)by increasing the cooling



water temperature 12.Increasing the compression ratio in S. I. engines (a)increases the tendency for knocking (b)decreases



a decreases the engine speed the catalytic



b blocks O converter



c makes the fuel costly 1 3.The knocking tendency in C. I. engines increases with (a)decrease of compression



ratio b)in crease of compression ratio c)increasing the temperature of inlet air (d)increasing cooling water



temperature



d gives bad odour



16.Stoichiometric ratio is (a)actual ratio of air to fuel for maximum efficiency (b)chemically correct air-fuel



ratio by weight (c)chemically correct air-fuel ratio by volume (d)none of the above



14.A diesel engine is generally more efficient thata petrol engine because of (a)proper air-fuel mixing and combustion (b)high calori fi c value of diesel fuel c)knock-free operation d)high compression ratio



17.Due to which of the following reasons diesel engines are preferred for road transport a Complete combustion b Low operating cost ~ c Lowspecificfuel consumption over a large range of load (d)Easy starting



15.The use of tetraethyl lead in gasoline is being gradually discontinued since its presence



18.Which of the following statements is incorrect (a)Petrol engines work on



EXAM COACH ING


,1tIit(IrLIu1. Otto cycle (b For same power output petro engines occupy more space than diesel engines c)ln a four-stroke engine a power stroke is obtained in four strokes (d)Thermal efficiency of fouril stroke engine is more due to oositive scavenging 19.1n a diesel engine if one of the cylinders receives more fuel than the others then which of the following will happen for that cylinder (a)Piston rings would stick into piston grooves ;b)Exhaust will be smoky ,c)Piston rings would stick into piston grooves (d)All of the above 20.Due to which of the following reasons the piston rings are plated with chromium, cadmium or phosphate a~ Tb prevent clogging bTo improve heat transfer ~ cTo reduce wear and eliminate scuffing (d)To improve surface finish 21 .Due to which of the following the tendency of a diesel engine to knock increases (a)Increase in engine speed



(b)lncrease in compression ratio (c)Increase in octane value of fuel (d)lncrease in engine power 22.Which of the following factors does not promote detonation in S.I. engines (a)High self ignition temperature of fuel (b)lncrease in inlet pressure and temperature of char9e c Higher compression ratio d Advanced spark timing 23.ln four-stroke engines the camshaft rotates at the crankshaft speed ahalf b three-fourth c equal d double ......



24Which of the following is the distinctive features of an I.C. engine (a)Easy and instantaneous starting b High overall efficiency c Low weight to power ratio d All of the above



N



25.Highest useful compression ratio is the compression ratio at which (a)the engine consumes



minimum fuel for a particular power output (b)the engine gives maximum power output (c)The engine maintains operating pressures and temperature within prescribed



limits (d)the engine can operate without detonation 26.What does scavenging air mean (a)Burnt air containing combustion products b Air sent under compression c Forced air for cooling the engine cyclinder (d)Air used for forcing te bumt gases out of cylinder during the exhaust period



M



27. ....... is the method of overning used in diesel engine a Quality governing b Hit and miss governing c Quantity governing d Any of these 28.Withanincreaseofthenumber of cylinders in a multicylinder engine the power to weight ratio a decreases b increases c remains unaffected d none of the above



l



29.What will happen if diesel is fed by mistake in the oil tank of a petrol engine aThe engine will not run b The engine will knock c The engine will detonate d The engine will give lot of smoke 30.With which of the following tendency of detonation is S. I. engines increases (a)Increase of compression ratio (b)Decrease of compression ratio c Increase of engine speed d Decrease of engine speed



Answers id 4c 7c ic 13a 16b 19d 22a 25d 28a



2b 5b Ba 1 14d 17c 20c 23a 26d 29a



6c 9b 3` la 15b 181 21b 24d 27a 30a



POINTS TO BE NOTED Bore-Diameter of the engine cylinder is referred toas the bore. Stroke-Distance travelled by



the piston in moving either from T.D.0 to the B.D.0 orfrom B.D.0 to the T.D.0 is called stroke. Stroke = = 2xcrank radius Clearance volume-The volume of cylinder (including the combustion chamber) above the piston when it is in the T.D.C. position is known as clearance volume (':) Piston displacement or Swept volume-This is the volume swept by the piston in moving either from T.D.0 to the B.D.0 or from B.D.0 totheT.D.0 is known as swept volume or piston displacement (':) Engine capacity or engine displacement-This is a total piston displacementorthe swept volume of all cylinder. Engine capacity or engine displacement



j



-



..n, where j.'is the



piston displacement and 'n'is the no.of cylinders. Compression ratio-It is the ratio of the volume above the piston at B.D.C.to the volume above the piston at T.D.C. Compression ratio r =



I ola/tolu,ne clt'a,ance volume



I



compression ratio for petrol engines varies from 8 to 10 and for diesel engines varies from 15 to 24 Mean effective pressure-It is the average pressure throughout the whole power stroke. Indicated power-The power developed within the engine cylinder is called indicated power Brake power-It is the power available at the crankshaft is known as brake power Frictional power, F.P=I.P-B.P Engine torque-li is the force of rotation acting about the crankshaft axis at any given instant of time Engine torque,T=F.r where 'F' is the force applied to the crank 'r'is the effective crank-radius Square engine-Stroke-bore ratio equal to one i.e stroke equal to bore Over square engine-Stroke bore ratio less than one i.e stroke is smaller than bore Under square engine-Stroke bore ratio greater than one i.e stroke is bigger than bore Wankel engine-Works on otto cycle,it generated three power in one revolutions



SSC JUNIOR ENGINEER (CIVIL/MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL) exam on 20/12/2015 ACE



-



KARUNAGAPPALLY



7034199928, 9037199928 General Awareness Indian Geography 1 .The Tropic of Cancer passes through the states of (a) Gujarat ,Jharkhand, Mizoram b)Kerala ,Andhra ,Tamilnadu ~ c,F mataka,Telungana Goa ghalaya Assam ,Nagala n



a Bangladesh bBhutan c China I d Pakistan



-



2.Which of the foreign country is closest toAndaman Island? a Sri Lanka b Myanmar c Indonesia I d Pakistan 3.Which of the following rivers known as Vridha Ganga? aGodavari b Krishna ~ c Mahanadi d) Cauvery 4 .The highest peak in South India? a~ Doda Betta b Makurti cAnamudi d) None of these



l



5.The soil formed by the deposition of slit brought by rivers is aAlluvial soil b red soil c Black soil d Pod soil Miscellaneous 6.Which one of the following countries has the longest international boundary with India?



7. The port especially developed for exporting iron or( to Japan is a ~ Hldia b New Tuticorin cParadeep d )Vishakhapatnam



j



8.Duncan Passage is situated between aM inicoy and Amindiv b Minicoy and maldives ~ c Little Andaman and Car Nicobar (d) South Andaman and Little Andaman 9.What is the length of India's coastline?



a 7516.6 b 8516.6 c9516.6 Id 7156.6 10.The southernmost point of Indian Union is located in a Kanyakumari b Nicobar Island cRameswaram d Iakshdweep 11.What is the time difference between Indian Standard time and the Greenwich time? a 5 Hours b5 hours 30 minutes c 6hours 30 minutes d 5 hours 45 minutes



J



1 2.Where exactly isAksai Chin? a Near Leh b The north -east comer of Jammu and Kashmir (c)Along the Zaskar mountains



(d) South of the Siachen Glacier 1 3.The smallest Union Territory is.......... a )Chandigarh bPondicherry c Lakshadweep d Andaman and Nicobar island 1 4.Hussain Sagar lake is located



in a )Jaipur b Srinagar c Bangluru I d Hyderabad 15.The most important commercialforests of India are? a Tropical evergreen b Tropical deciduous c Coniferous d Mangrove 16.The Himalayan mountain system beIons to which one of the following a Fold mountains b Volcanic mountains c Block mountains d None of these



a) Narmada b~ Tapti



c Marble



c Gandak



d Land stones



~d Godavari 20.Which one of the following Indian state is the largest producer of natural rubber a TamilNadu b Kerala 4som ndhraPradesh



l



21 .Which of the following countries is the largest producer of sugar in the world? (a) Russia b India (c Cuba d China 22.Murrah is a breed of (a) Pig b Sheep (c)buffalo d Goat 23.The distance of India from north to south is a 3000 kms b 2933 kms c 3400 kms d 3214 kms .Banihal pass is mm a Punjab Himalayas b Kuma on Himalayas c Kashmir Himalaya d Assam Himalayas



17.In which state Jog falls is located a Maharashtra bTamilNadu c karnataka d Kerala 18.The oldest mountains in India according to geographical history are aSatpuras b Nilgiris C Vindhyas Id Aravallis



26.The state which leads the others in marine fisheries is a Kerala b Tamil Nadu c West Bengal d Andhrapradesh



1 9.Which of the following rivers flows between the Vindhya and Satpura ranges?



27.Rocks that are formed by the solidification of lava are (a)Limestones



l



25.The percentage of irrigated land in India is about a45 b65 c35 d25



b Basalt



28.The Siwalik Hills have been made out of the debris coming



from the



,



a Himalayas b Sutlej Valley c Ganga Valley



I d Southern Peninsula 29.The trees species most commonly used in social forestry



is a) Gulmohar (b) Mango c) Pipal (d)Eucalyptus 30.Reserved forest is a forest (a) Totally under government



control b Meant mainly for tribal people c Year marked for commercial exploitation with restricted grazing (d) Withoutanyeconomicactivity



Answers la 4c 7c lb 13c 16a 19a) 22c 2 5 ci 28a



and 40.91seconds. The longest day in north hemisphere is June 21 while shortest day on December22(vice versa in south hemisphere).Earth revolution in elliptical orbit around the sun takes 365 days, 5 hours 48 minutes and 45.51 seconds. It results in one extra day every forth year. Eguinoxes: These are the dates having equal night and day. March 21 Vernal equinox and September 23 Autumnal equinox. Solstice: The time of the year when difference between the length of days and length of nights is the largest. June 21 Summer Solstice and December 22- Winter Solstice. Latitude: Imaginary lines drawn parallel totheequator, measured as an angle whose apex is at the centre of earth. Equator represents 00 latitude while north pole 901N and south pole 90S. 235N represent Tropic of Cancer while 23.5S represent Tropic of Capricorn. Longitude:-It is the angular distance measured from the centre of earth. On globe these are drawn semi circles extend from North Pole to South Pole. They also called Meridians.In India longitudinal extent approx 301 adopted for time zone selecting 82.51E for standard time which is 5 hours 30 minutes ahead of Greenwich Mean Time. Lunar Eclipse:- earth comes between moon and sun, occurs only in full moon day. Solar Eclipse:- moon comes between earth and sun, occurs only in new moon day.



2bJ 5a 8d 1( 14d 17c 20b 23d 26a 290



3a 6, 9a 1 15b 18d 21b 24c 27b 30a



PointstobenotedlGeoaraohv) The earth also called Blue planet,having circumference 40,232km, area 510 million sq km rotates its own imaginary axis from west to east in 23hours, 56minutes -



,



-



-



-



-



-



-



a-
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